
 

 

  
 
 
 
 

CENTRAL GAUTENG GOLF UNION - 
SELECTION CRITERIA FOR REPRESENTATION 
 

Senior Inter Provincial Tournament 

  

The selection of the senior (over 50 years of age) Inter-Provincial Team in the Central 

Gauteng Golf Union are to be made on the following rules and criteria. 

Rules and criteria: 

1. The Senior IPT Team shall consist of 8 players plus a nominated reserve player and a 

team manager. The Team manager shall be the Open Golf Manager of the CGGU. 

  

2. Selection of the 8 man team is made up of 6 Automatic Picks based on SAGA Senior 

Order of Merit ranking and 2 Wild Card Picks.  

 

3. Wild Card Picks selection may fall outside of the SAGA Senior Order of Merit 

standings and may be determined by taking into account a number of variable 

factors, these could include for example any one or a number of the following:- 

 

 Current player form 

 Performance in other National Order of Merit categories but eligible for the 

Senior Team by age classification. 

 Performance in other Open Amateur & Mid-Amateur events.  

 Performance in CGGU Scratch League & Mid-Amateur Leagues. 

 Performance in IPTs  

 Any other factor the selection committee may deem important towards 

selecting the strongest possible side. 

  

4. In addition to the above criteria, the CGGU Selection Committee may also consider 

other relevant factors such as:   

 

 Golf etiquette.  

 Code of conduct.  

 Tournament behavior.  

 Medical conditions which might have limited participation in the events.   

 

5. The SAGA Senior National Order of Merit standings will be determined immediately 

following the results of the CGGU Senior Amateur Open normally played in February 

where after the team will be announced.   



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The over-riding principle and goal is to select a winning team! 

The purpose of this document is to provide a clear understanding for players and encourage 

player participation. In no way is the intention to place unnecessary restrictions on the 

selection committee. The interpretation of these rules and criteria is at the sole discretion of 

the CGGU Selection Committee and their decision shall be final. 

 

  

CGGU Executive Committee     
 


